Abstract
Introduction
Any router design must be checked against three potential problems: deadlock, livelock, and starvation. Deadlock occurs when a set of messages is unable to make any progress towards their destinations due to circular hold-and-wait dependencies for the network resources (buffers and physical links). Deadlock is well understood as any adaptive router is prone to it. Hence, there is a large body of research regarding methods to avoid or detect and resolve any deadlock scenarios [4, 5] .
Livelock occurs when a message does move inside the network but it is not able to reach its destination. It can be avoided by limiting the number of non-minimal routing decisions taken for each message.
Starvation occurs when a node is not able to send any messages. Most router designs avoid starvation by providing a fair arbitration scheme that guarantees a bounded waiting time for any packet requesting an output channel. Note that starvation is the worst-case scenario of network unfairness in which a particular computation node remains unable to access the network resources for an unbounded time limit. Lesser cases of network unfairness will allow different network nodes to inject packets at different rates, resulting in some of the nodes experiencing saturation while other nodes will still inject at their full rates.
When routing arbitration is fair, it was expected that the whole network would also be fair in terms of throughput. However, research on congestion control mechanisms first highlighted the presence of network unfairness for non-uniform loads beyond saturation [8] . In fact, network unfairness beyond saturation is present in most router proposals, regardless of their flow control, routing strategy or arbitration policy [7] . Thus, fairness at the arbitration level is not a guarantee for network fairness as experienced by a given node.
Most network evaluations measure network throughput by the number of packets (of flits) delivered per unit of time. We want to reduce the difference in network bandwidth experienced by any pair of nodes at high loads without limiting performance. In order to evaluate fairness we must measure throughput as seen by each node, i.e. by the number of packets sent by that node per unit of time. Fairness is achieved when the minimum and maximum node throughput are in close proximity; only in that case average throughput is a valid metric for network performance.
Our goal in this work is to find a mechanism to provide network fairness at high loads. As there was no work on throughput fairness for direct interconnection networks, our preliminary study looked at how other networks dealt with this use. A simple fairness protocol called SAT proposed for LAN networks [2] seemed a good candidate for two reasons: it was proposed for a ring topology (a k-ry 1-cube) and it had a very simple implementation. The protocol was adapted to be used in 1D and 2D k-ary n-cube networks. Preliminary simulations showed it achieved network fairness for a worst-case scenario, the transpose permutation. Further evaluation was carried under a range of network sizes and loads, showing that the fairness protocol not only guaranteed throughput fairness, but for some patterns it could reduce congestion and improve peak throughput.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the background knowledge including the SAT protocol. Section 3 describes the simulation environment in detail and sections 4 and 5 present the result of the evaluation, followed by a summary of our findings.
Throughput Fairness
In a virtual cut-through network, the flow control is done at the packet level, and all incoming packets compete for the output bandwidth. A fair arbiter will allocate the bandwidth evenly amongst the incoming packets.
However, as a packets travel through the network, it merges with both newly injected packets and packets coming from other directions. This merging causes packets that travel through busy areas to receive less bandwidth. Figure 1 shows an example for an 8-node network, in which nodes 0 to 6 are all sending packets to node 7. The topology is either a 1D mesh or a 1D torus. In an ideal network in which all nodes have similar communication demands, all nodes should experience the same throughput. Assuming each router uses round robin arbitration, as there are two competing input channels, each of them gets half of the output's bandwidth. Therefore node 6 (and node 0 in the 1D torus) will get most of the available bandwidth, because it is closer to the destination node [1] .
As observed in figure 1 , the throughput differences between nodes are significant, more so in the mesh than in the torus network. The further the source, the lower the injection bandwidth it receives. Thus, a fair local arbiter, such as round robin, is not guarantee for node throughput fairness. In fact, previous work has confirmed there are large differences between maximum and minimum node throughput for a variety of 2D torus networks under non-uniform loads [7] .
Hence, our goal is to investigate mechanisms to achieve throughput unfairness in a saturated network. After doing the literature review, we did find a global fairness protocol proposed for local area networks with ring topology that sounded promising. The next section will describe the original protocol as proposed on [2] . Then, we will explain how the protocol was adapted to work on 2D torus and mesh networks.
The SAT-isfied Global Fairness Protocol
Fairness is controlled by a hardware signal, called SAT which travels around the ring and gives the nodes the right to inject more packets.
In principle, the node forwards the SAT signal upstream with no delay, unless it is not SATisfied or "starved." By "starved" we mean that the node wanted but could not send the permitted number of data units since the last SAT signal. On the contrary, the node is SATisfied if between two SAT signals the node has sent at least l packets or if all packets presented in its output buffer when the previous SAT was sent upstream, were transmitted. When the node receives a SAT and it is SATisfied, it will forward the SAT upstream. If the node is not SATisfied, it will hold the SAT until it is SATisfied and then forward the SAT upstream. After a node forwards the SAT, it can send k more packets or data units, k l (a simple case k = l = 1). The formal algorithm is given below:
Send Packet Algorithm: the node can transmit a packet from its output buffer when it is not empty, only if the following two conditions hold: 1) the variable COUNT is smaller than k, and 2) the insertion buffer is empty. After the node transmits the packet, COUNT is incremented by one.
Forward SAT Algorithm: this algorithm determines the actions of a node either after it receives the SAT signal, or if the SAT signal does not arrive after some maximum possible time has passed (time-out has been expired). The node will forward the SAT if the variable COUNT is greater than l -1 or if its output buffer is empty. The node will hold the SAT if the variable COUNT is smaller than l and the output buffer is not empty. The node will hold the SAT until COUNT becomes 1 (after 1 packets has been transmitted). If during the time in which the node holds the SAT, another SAT arrives, the second SAT will be discarded, and if time-out occurs it will he ignored. After the node forwards SAT, it will set the COUNT to zero and reload the timer.
2.3
Using the SAT protocol in a k-ary n-cube network.
The protocol presented in the previous section was adapted to work on a ring (or 1D torus) by adding an injection counter to each node, which will take the role of the variable COUNT. As a direct interconnection network does not drop packets and it is usually reliable, there is no need for a timer or for duplication of the SAT signal. Thus the propagation of the SAT signal is simplified, and the formal algorithm is modified as follows:
Send Packet Algorithm: a packet at the head of the injection queue could only request a network output port if its COUNT is smaller than k.
Forward SAT Algorithm: a node will forward SAT if its injection buffer is empty or its injection COUNT is greater or equal l. Otherwise, it will hold SAT until one of the above conditions is reached.
A 2D torus can be seen as a collection of unidimensional rings, we could use this injection protocol in each row or column. Preliminary results for this approach were unsatisfactory as for some given loads the variations in node throughput amongst different rows were significant. Instead, we have used a Hamiltonian circuit as a virtual ring to propagate the SAT signal from node to node. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the virtual circuit used to circulate SAT for an 8x8 torus network. Thus, in a 2D torus the SAT signal travels over a virtual ring and not in the direction opposite to its incoming traffic (as it did in a 1D torus). Note the virtual ring does not use the wrap-around links so that the same virtual circuit is valid for both mesh and torus topologies.
Fig. 2. Hamiltonian circuit followed by the SAT signal in a 8x8 network.
This approach works for most network sizes, but we cannot fit a Hamiltonian circuit in an odd size mesh, ie a 3x3 mesh. In such case, we would use a circuit that visit all nodes twice, ie linking paths {0, 1, 2, 5, 4, 3, 6, 7, 8} and {8, 5, 2, 1, 4, 7, 6, 3, 0}. Thus, the SAT signal will circulate and provide throughput fairness to all nodes (with minor adjustment to the behaviour of the terminal nodes 0 and 8). The protocol is easily extendable to other networks configurations by reviewing the path for SAT propagation and/or adjusting the SAT parameters.
The implementation of the global fairness protocol can be done with minimal hardware support. Firstly, the injection interface will have a count register, which will be incremented each time a packet is injected and reset on SAT departure. Secondly, the router should have a register that stores the next channel for SAT propagation. Finally, it will require either a control line (or a small control packet) to send the SAT signal from one node to the next.
The SAT signal takes one cycle to reach the next node. If the injection buffer is empty the signal is forwarded with no internal delay; otherwise, one cycle is required to check the injection count and decide whether to propagate or hold SAT. Therefore, in a nonsaturated network of n nodes the SAT signal will take 1 or 2 cycles per node and each node will receive a SAT at least every 2n cycles.
Evaluation environment
This section describes the simulation environment used to evaluate the injection fairness protocol. First, it presents the interconnection network as modeled for this study. Then it describes the synthetic loads used, and the rest of simulation parameters.
The simulated network
For this work we use FSIN [11] , a simulator which models the behaviour of k-ary n-cube networks based on virtual cut-through (VCT) router architectures.
FSIN can be parameterized in many ways; the configuration file specifies the topology of the network and number of dimensions, the architecture of the router (number of virtual channels (VCs), buffer sizes, routing function, crossbar arbitration, etc.) and the synthetic traffic workload.
We have modified FSIN to support the SAT protocol and then tested in two well-known router designs. We will consider first an oblivious virtual cutthrough (VCT) router that uses 2 virtual channels (noted X+0 and X+1 in figure 3 ) per physical channel (X+) to break the cyclic dependencies caused my messages using the wrap-around link as in [3] . We will also consider the adaptive VCT router, which adds a third virtual channel (ie. X+2 in figure 3 ) to provide a minimal adaptive sub-network [6] . In both cases, the router's arbiter is round-robin. The packet length is fixed to 16 phits and each virtual channel has a buffer capacity of 8 packets (128 phits). This router architecture is similar to that used in commercial systems such as the Alpha 21364 [10] .
Finally, we have also considered two VCT mesh networks: an oblivious VCT mesh with 2 virtual lanes, and the adaptive VCT mesh with one oblivious and 2 adaptive virtual lanes.
Network workloads
Each node is model as an independent traffic source, following a Bernoulli distribution with a parameter that depends on the applied load. As we are interested in performance at saturated loads, the applied load is fixed to 1 phit/cycle/node, well above the bisection bandwidth limits for a 1024-node network. The simulator runs for a warm-up period of 50,000 cycles, plus a measurement period of 100,000 cycles, measured in 10 batches to verify the results are stable over time. We should note that the SAT protocol won't introduce penalties at low and medium loads; in such cases, most of the injection buffers would be empty so the SAT signal will travel fast, and provided that the parameter l is not too small, nodes will never have to wait for the signal to inject a new packet.
We chose a range of well-known traffic permutations such as transpose, butterfly and complement [4] . As the channel utilization is unbalanced these permutation patterns exhibit severe throughput unfairness [7] . We also consider a hotregion pattern in which 25% of network packets have destinations in the range (0, N/8 -1); the other 75% traffic is uniformly distributed. In other words, the top row(s) of the network are a hot-region, with more packets traveling towards them than to the rest.
The output of the network simulation produces an injection matrix with the number of packets injected by each node during the simulation time. From this matrix we can calculate the throughput experienced by each node when using the SAT protocol. Fairness is achieved when the minimum node throughput is not far from the network average throughout.
4
Fairness under the transpose permutation pattern
The first evaluation was carried out under the transpose traffic permutation, as this is a pattern that exhibits the largest degree of unfairness [7] . We consider 2D torus networks ranging its radix from 8 to 32. In this first evaluation we tested a wide range of values for the SAT parameters l and k in order to gain a good understanding on the impact that these parameters have both on total network performance and network fairness. Table 1 shows a summary of the minimum, maximum and average node throughput achieved by the oblivious router under the transpose permutation. The first entry (labeled none) reports the performance of a standard network with no fairness protocol; as expected there is a large variation in node throughput, increasing with network size.
Oblivious VCT torus router
Choosing "l". A low l value (1, 2, 4) will limit network throughput for a large network because the time for the SAT signal to travel around is longer that the time to propagate l packets through the network, as shown in Table 1 for the 32x32 torus. When l is small a value k > l can reduce the waiting time for the next SAT as most nodes will be able to inject up to k packets. This explains why the result for l1k4, l2k4 and l2k4 are so similar. With l equal 8 (or 4 for the 8x8 network), the network achieves its highest minimum node throughput.
Choosing "k". By setting k=l, we force all nodes to inject at the same rate, so that fairness is guaranteed. A value k larger than l may allow some nodes to use the spare bandwidth while waiting for the SAT signal to return and may lead to higher throughput. We can see this effect by comparing l4k4 and l4k8 for the 32x32 network. However, when l is large enough increasing k reintroduces unfairness amongst nodes (compare l8k8 versus l8k12 or l12k12 versus l12k16) by allowing nodes in less busy regions to inject more packets, which steals the bandwidth from other nodes. We can observe that as k increases the maximum node throughput increases but the minimum value decreases; overall a value k greater than l increases total throughput by less than 2% but brings back throughput unfairness. Thus, it is better to set k and l to the same value.
Once l is large enough, incrementing l has little effect in network performance. For example, increasing l from 8 to 16 will double the time for the SAT signal to return to a given node a shown by the SAT time column in Table 1 ( see l8k8 versus l16k16 for each network size). However, node throughput remains the same, as the number of packets injected per node between each SAT signal is also doubled.
It is important to remember that in a network with SAT policy all nodes are injecting at the average rate, while in an 8x8 network with no fairness policy only 37% of the nodes are injecting at or above that rate. As the network get larger, throughput fairness decreases. In a 32x32 torus network with no fairness policy only 25% of nodes are injecting at or above the average node throughput. Note the average node throughput is provided as a reference to previous studies but it is not a good metric for comparison when considering fairness issues.
Adaptive VCT torus router
In this section we will present results for the adaptive torus. As unfairness increases with network size, for the rest of the paper we will focus only on a 32x32 network. The simulation results for the adaptive tours router are shown in Table 2 . As expected, a low parameter value results in throughput limitation, and best performance is achieved when l is at least 12. The average peak throughput achieved for k=l=12 is the same that the base case. The standard deviation for node throughput is large for the base case and minimal when using SAT. The small value for SAT is due the variations in total packets injected between nodes that have already received the next SAT signal and those that haven't, the difference between nodes is bounded by the value k.
In short, using the SAT protocol provides throughput fairness with no loss of peak performance compared to the extremely unfair base case.
Fairness control under other nonuniform traffic patterns
In this section we will evaluate the fairness protocol under a wider range of uneven load patterns, testing the SAT protocol with l in the range 8-24 (with k=l). Figure 4 shows the simulation results for both oblivious and adaptive networks under the hot-region pattern. The Y-scale of the graphs is set up to 0.25 phits/node/cycle as this is the theoretical bisection bandwidth limit for a 1024-node torus [3] , although for the base case (none) some nodes inject above that limit, and other are not able to inject at all. It is clear from the figure the high level of unfairness of the base case, with the average node throughput being 0.095 phits/node/cycle. The SAT protocol resolves this issue with by providing similar node throughput regardless of node location. Furthermore, the fairness protocol increased peak network throughput in both networks: the oblivious network delivers 0.14 phits/node/cycle (with l=16), and the adaptive one reaches 0.152 phits/node/cycle.
Hot-region
One reason for this throughput gain is the fact that injection of packets is scheduled in an ordered manner following the propagation of the SAT signal. We can think of this protocol as introducing a hardware synchronization barrier each l packets, with the advantage that two adjacent phases can overlap on time. A similar barrier was proposed in [12] as a way to reduce congestion control and increase throughput in a mesh. Figure 5 shows the distribution of node throughput for both the base case and the best SAT result (l=16). Note the difference on the vertical scale in the two graphs. The minor level of unfairness under SAT is caused by the fact that the signal at the end of the 100,000 cycles of simulation is at node 928. Nodes that have received the SAT and are in less busy areas are already injecting new packets, while the nodes in the last and first rows are waiting to receive the SAT signal in order to regain network access.
We should note that the SAT protocol limits the packet population for a given networks to a maximum of l*N, being N the number of nodes in the network. Therefore, it indirectly limits network congestion and this may be another reason for increased average peak throughput. The simulator did not report network population as a total, but it measured buffer occupation for each virtual channel (VC). The adaptive router has 3 VCs, and 4 physical channels (+x, -x, +y, -y) so it has 12 ports plus the delivery port. Figure 6 illustrates the buffer occupation of these ports for node 0 over the 100,000 cycles simulation. We have chosen this node to estimate the level of congestion in the network as it belongs to the hotregion. Packets will use the adaptive virtual channels (X+2, X-2, Y+2, Y-2) whenever possible, which are mapped into ports 2, 5, 8 and 11 respectively. We can see in figure 6 (a) that the adaptive sub-network is saturated as ports 2, 5 and 8 are full for most of the simulation; therefore packets must resort to the oblivious sub-network which is also congested on the first dimension (ports 0,and 3). In contrast, figure 6(b) shows that using SAT prevents filling the network buffers, and only the buffer for port 8 (adaptive +y channel) is full for 20% of the time. The other adaptive channels are empty up to 50% of the time. Note a full buffer prevents a virtual channel from being used due to flow control rules. Therefore, we can conclude that SAT reduces congestion under hotregion traffic pattern while providing network fairness. In contrast, other local congestion control protocols that are effective in reducing congestion and increasing network performance [9] do increase network unfairness. Figure 7 shows the performance of the adaptive network under another two common bit-permutation patterns: Bit complement and butterfly [4] . For the butterfly permutation, minimum node throughput is closed to 0, while the maximum node throughput is 0.75 phits/node/cycle. As expected, the SAT protocol guarantees throughput fairness by increasing minimum node throughput so that is close to the network average. Although the base case has higher average peak throughput (20% higher that using SAT), only 17% of the nodes inject at or above the node average and 60% of the nodes received less bandwidth on the base case than when using SAT.
Other bit permutations
For the complement permutation, minimum node throughput is closed to 0, while the maximum node throughput is 0.30 phits/node/cycle for the base case. For this pattern, SAT not only provides fairness but also there is also a 70% improvement in average peak throughput compared with the base case. The reasons for a higher peak throughput are similar to those discusses for the hot-region traffic pattern: reduction of network congestion by limiting network population and scheduled injection of packets between SAT signals.
Applying SAT to a 2D Mesh network
To complete the evaluation, we have tested SAT on a mesh network. As this topology is asymmetric it exhibits significant unfairness even under even loads such as uniform traffic pattern.
Figures 8 shows the results of this evaluation for the oblivious 32x32 mesh network. Figure 8(a) shows the injection matrices for the three network patterns with no fairness policy. The center of the mesh is the bottleneck. As explained in section 2, nodes close to the heavily used channels get more of the injection bandwidth, so it is not surprising to see the highest injection rates occurred in the middle of the network. Nodes far from that center suffer low injection rates for any given traffic pattern. Note that only a few nodes inject at the maximum rate, and most inject at low rates. In contrast, Figure 8(b) shows the balanced injection matrices when using the fairness protocol with l and k equal 12.
Figure 8(c) shows the node throughput for a range of l values. The y-scale is set up to 0.125 phits/node/cycle, which is the theoretical bisection bandwidth limit for the mesh network. Note that under uniform traffic, the base network reaches 80% of its theoretical limit. Applying Sat with l = 12 (or 16) eliminates throughput unfairness and increases peak throughput to 96% of its theoretical limit.
The same performance gain is observed in the adaptive counterpart, shown in Figure 9 . In the case of hot-region traffic, fairness translates in lower average throughput for the oblivious network and a small performance gain for the adaptive counterpart. For the butterfly permutation average network throughput is similar to that of the base case but SAT eliminates the variable injection rate observed in Figure 8 (a). Note that a butterfly pattern shows the highest node throughput (0.125 phits/node/cycle) but only half of the nodes are injecting in this permutation. Thus, the overall network throughout for the adaptive mesh is 124 phits/cycle for uniform traffic, 95 phits/cycle for the hot region and 64 phits/cycle for the butterfly. For the complement permutation (not shown here due to space limitations) the SAT protocol increases average throughput to 63 phits/cycle compared with 14 phits/cycle for the base case.
Overall, the SAT protocol is proven to be effective in achieving network fairness for the mesh topology regardless of the traffic pattern. As a mesh suffers higher congestion than its torus counterpart, it is not surprising to observe average throughput gains in the adaptive mesh with most traffic patterns.
Conclusions
As the size of parallel systems increases, so does the possibility of saturating the communication subsystem, which will result in node throughput unfairness.
This work has presented a simple global fairness protocol, based on the SAT signal [2] , which regulates the injection rate of each node at saturated loads. As the SAT signal is forwarded by idle nodes, the protocol will not limit injection at low and medium loads. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work in the literature that has successfully provided fairness in interconnection networks without the use of complex admission flow control mechanisms.
Extensive simulations have shown it provides fairness and a minimum node throughput under saturation conditions for four common uneven loads and two router architectures. In some cases, the fairness protocol not only increases minimum node throughput but also average network peak throughput by 20-100%. The reason for that gain is the reduction of network congestion at heavy loads.
The cost of the protocol is very low, and simulations show the protocol's parameter l is easy to tune, with the value 12 being optimal for a 32x32 network under any given traffic pattern.
Many large parallel systems are shared amongst users with smaller applications being mapped into subsections of the network. If the sub-networks are not isolated from each other, it can be used to provide a minimum node throughput guarantee, so that nodes from one application may not steal network bandwidth from others. Otherwise, each sub-network can have its own SAT path.
Our VCT network has fixed size packets, and thus the parameter l measures throughput by the number of packets injected per SAT cycle. In a network with multiple packet lengths, l can represent the volume injected (in Kbytes) instead of the number of packets.
This protocol can also be adapted to other network configurations by adjusting the SAT propagation path and/or the parameter l. For example, it can be applied to a system in which each node has different communication demands by setting a different value of l for each node so each of them receives the fraction of the bandwidth required.
